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NetRouter’s odyssey from desktop
application to ASP ends happily
with IBM e-business Hosting

Using NetRouter, a company can
define its entire distribution network,
customizing parameters to meet its
needs. Each company has its own
security-rich Web site, where it can
access its customer and order databases. Orders are submitted and
selected daily for routing via the Web
site, and NetRouter quickly fills trucks
to capacity, chooses the most optimal
routes—even provides maps and specific driving directions.
Customers using the solution report
operational cost savings of up to 25%
over traditional methods. What’s more,
NetRouter can solve a 400-order route
optimization problem in just 50 sec-
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up and running quickly,
without any problems.”
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“IBM provides a lot of
options for a growing
company. We can rely
on them while we focus
on our core business.”
– H.O. “Buddy” Bradford, CEO
NetRouter, Inc.

The route ahead
NetRouter can actually be adapted
to many different kinds and sizes
of businesses, for example: service
calls —such as pest control and
HVAC (heating, ventilation, air conditioning) contracting—courier services,
even airport limo services.
An ideal solution for smaller businesses
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For more information
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To learn more about this solution, visit
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NetRouter, Inc. has continued to
tap into IBM Business Partner
resources to further its growth:
United Computer Group is providing
ASP sales support, while Venture
System Source is customizing
NetRouter’s graphical user interface
to meet specific customer needs.

ibm.com/e-business/hosting
netrouter.com
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